
Wealth Magik 101 Emerge-n-See Radical Self Love Clinic

How to Take This Clinic

R e l a x

Do all the lessons as they arrive, imperfectly. 

Don't dwell on “getting it right” at the expense of completing what's given you 
to do as honestly as you can at the time it's given.  Your magik iz in 
establishing and maintaining proactive MOMENTUM, not perfection. 

❤
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F o r g i v e

Get used to forgiving yourself for “dropping the ball”. 

You are here to practice the artful science of Loving Yourself Wealthy. This will 
be achieved through applied radical and unconditional self-acceptance. 

So start today by forgiving yourself in advance for getting triggered, distracted 
and/or depressed and turning away from your Desire, and give yourself 
permission to continue onwards and upwards anyway.

❤
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R e p e a t

Right now, before you begin, start planning to repeat this process. 

Author, Superstar Speaker & Motivation Mogul, 
Lisa Nichols broke free of toxic survival, leaving 
public assistance to become a multiple 
bestselling author and millionaire success 
catalyst. Lisa reveals that she took the course she 
used to engineer her transformation, a total of 42 
times!

Every early childhood educator and parent 
knows we all learn by failure and repetition. As 
adults our egos have convinced us that “not 

getting it on the frst try” iz something to be ashamed of. You're in this clinic 
because the heart of you knows better than your ego.  

Promise yourself right now to give the high-spirited little girl in you full 
permission to drink in this 30 days of Emerge-n-See medicine and thoroughly 
make it your own…No matter how many repeat doses it takes.

❤
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Let's Be Beautiful  Togter!

❤
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